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Question-Answering 
-connecting and supporting the learner-
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Introduction
Why Question-Answering
Stakeholder workshops 
to identify critical support activities
One of the main examples raised:
 question-answering
 High frequency
 Disruptive
 Important for the learner
What is a Question ?
  
Essence of the approach
¿  this way ¿
  
Essence of the approach
¿  this way ¿
? this way ?
  
The main steps
question-answering
For each question, given a set of courses (Activity Nodes - AN)
find ‘suitable’ peer tutors to answer
set up a wiki and create an ad hoc, transient community
  
Steps
Create & calibrate a corpus from the Learning Network
each document belongs to one AN
Define the peer selection criteria & rules
(1) AN progress status, (2) workload & (3) eligibility 
For each question, map (LSA) the question on the corpus
ranked set of (correlation, doc, AN)
Look at the top 3 of the ranked set
question  AN(s)  suitable peers
three proto answers ( feed to ad hoc, transient community)
set up a wiki
  
Software
  
Results so far
- model calibration & ‘simulation’ -
Is it possible to:
determine an appropriate combination of LSA parameters
Is it possible to do it efficiently:
a simple (programmable) procedure 
How will it work in real use:
a ‘simulation’ of the model: a LN + 16 ‘student’ questions
  
Calibration Steps
Initial setting based on literature
Simple depth-first strategy:
Create the corpus
Copy of raw material
Correlation measure and method – cosine & top 3
(1) Pre-processing: stoplist selection – 33%, 50%, standard
LSA parameters
(2) Normalisation – y / n
(3) Global weights - inverse document frequency, logarithm and 
entropy
(4) Singular values – 30/40/50%
  
Results
A Learning Network on ‘Internet Basics’: 11 ANs
 
Corpus is relatively small:
- 327 documents in size ranging from 50 to 23,534 bytes 
(41 documents smaller than 250 bytes; 50 documents 
above 3,000 bytes).
- a total of 82986 words divided over 10601 terms, 4440 of 
which occur in at least 2 documents
  
Results Calibration
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Results Simulation
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11 ANs; 16 Student Questions
No available useful text: designer-1: 5 of 9; designer-2: 6 of 10 
  
Results Simulation
peer-selection
Conclusion – so far 
Model is technically feasible
- Calibration approach
- Recognition rates & text suggestions
Experiments required to determine:
- the ad hoc, transient community conditions
- usability & user acceptance
First experiment 
• A LN on ‘Internet Basics’: 11 ANs
• 8 weeks 
• Starting ….
• 100 students divided over 2 groups:
- Group 1: peer selection based on selection rules
- Group 2: peer selection on workload only
Questions …..
or some screen shots of the application ………
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